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General 
Ontocom is a cost estimation model for the area of Ontology Engineering, whose goal is to predict the 
costs (expressed in person months) arising in typical classes of ontology engineering processes such as 
ontology building, reuse or maintenance. At the moment, Ontocom is a prototypical non-calibrated cost 
model, which will be permanently refined with the collection of empiric data on person month efforts spent 
in developing real-world ontologies. 

Designed in the tradition of Software Engineering, Ontocom uses a parametric prediction equation which 
contains product-, personnel and project management-related effort multipliers. These effort multipliers 
adjust the nominal development effort to reflect the specialties of the ontology and of the underlying 
engineering process. Depending on their positive or negative influence on the nominal value, they are 
rated with values from Very Low to Very High. If a particular activity increases the nominal development 
effort, then it would be rated with values such as High and Very High. Otherwise, if it causes a decrease 
of the nominal costs, then it would be rated with values such as Low and Very Low. 

ONTOCOM has been initially developed at the Free University of Berlin in collaboration with the Institute 
AIFB (University of Karlsruhe - TH). Currently, ONTOCOM is further advanced at STI Innsbruck. 

Layering 
As Excel provides the possibility to easily input and modify empirical data, the Ontocom Cost Estimation 
Tool was considered to be published as Excel Tool. Since most users are not mainly interested into this 
empirical Data, but in an easy to use web tool, the Ontocom Cost Estimation tool was enriched with a 
web interface. To be able to reuse the implementation of the Ontocom Excel Tool a Tranfsormation Tool 
was introduced, which computes the calibrated input values for the Ontocom Web Interface. 

Ontocom Web Tool

Data Transformation Tool

Ontocom Excel Tool
 

Figure 1: Tool Layers 

 

Ontocom Excel Tool 
The ONTOCOM excel tool provides users to calibrate the model with data as input and then use the 
calibrated model to make estimations on effort for future ontology development.  



How the tool works 
The interface sheets (Data Entry, Expert Data and Empirical Data (Ratings)) are used to input data and 
provide feedback from calculations made in calibrating the model. Feedback information, such as number 
of data points, status of cost drivers, etc. is usually provided in the cells with light gray color which 
contents are changed during a calibration round. Dark gray cells are general information fields. 

The Data Entry sheet shows information regarding the cost drivers and prediction quality for a calibration. 
During a calibration information on the number of current data points is calculated (from the Empirical 
Data (Ratings) sheet), cost driver information is shown. This information shows if a cost driver is used 
after calibration and if not, why it is not used. During a calibration the "Expert Data availability" column 
shows if expert data on the cost driver is complete (ratings, mean, variance). If the data is incomplete the 
cost driver will not be used in further calculations. The "Cost drivers correlation analysis" column shows if 
the cost driver is used after correlation analysis. If it is used this is indicated by an "OK" corresponding to 
the driver, else it explains why the cost driver is not used. Finally the accuracy of the predictions is shown 
in the "Predictions" column. The "Make a calibration" button initiates a new calibration with the data points 
in the Empirical Data (Ratings) sheet. The "Make estimation" button first initiate a calibration as in the first 
case and then opens a form to make an estimate using the values from the previously performed 
calibration. 

The Expert Data sheet holds the expert values on the cost drivers and a column where the calibrated 
values are calculated during a calibration round. The cells of the expert data (white cells) can be changed 
to reflect better or custom expert judgment. 

The Empirical Data (Ratings) sheet is where data points gathered in surveys are hold. The data is based 
on the ratings (from 1-5) which the developers of ontologies have provided. (Note: A cost driver such as 
DCPLX has several components - the rating is a rounded value of the average of the ratings of the 
components). 

During a calibration six sheets are generated, each representing a distinct step in the calibration process. 
These sheets are denoted with purple color. 

The Empirical Data (Mapping) sheet is used to map the values from ratings to the corresponding values 
of the experts. 

The Log Data sheet contains the logarithmic values which are later used for the regression analysis 



 

Figure 2: Ontocom Excel Tool 

 

Data Transformation Tool 
This small tool is the interface between the Excel Tool and the Web Interface. 

How to use 
The user can first work with the Excel Tool. He can adapt the empirical data in the Excel Tool by using his 
own data, or can use the data of the standard sheet. After that, the whole sheet must be loaded into Data 
Transformation Tool. This tool makes all calibrations needed for the Web Interface. Output is a Data File 
with calibrated values for the Web Interface. To use this tool, a installed version of Excel is needed. 

 

Figure 3: Data Transformation Tool 

 



Ontocom Web Tool 

How to use (end user) 
The Ontocom Web Tool is an easy to use Web Interface for the Ontocom Cost Estimation Tool. The end 
user simply has to insert the expected ontology size (number of concepts,…) and select the cost driver 
settings in the combo boxes. 

How to use (administrator) 
The Ontocom Web Tool is implemented with Java Server Pages and Java Server Faces and is provided 
as .war archive. Therefore an Apache Tomcat is needed. The tool also needs as input a calibration file 
which is generated by the Data Transformation Tool. There is also a standard calibration file provided in 
the archive. 

 

Figure 4: Ontocom Web Tool 
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